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GROWERS TOUR 2015 

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 22 - GRAND RAPIDS, MI 

Mangiamo 

1033 Lake Drive SE 

Grand Rapids, MI 49506 

616-742-0600 

 

THURSDAY, APRIL 23 – BIRMINGHAM, MI 

Birmingham Athletic Club 

4033 West Maple Rd 

Bloomfield Hills, MI 48301 

248.646.5050 
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Weingut Hermann Moser – Martin Moser 

Rohrendorf, Austria 

http://www.moser-hermann.at/ 

Weingut Hermann Moser is run by Martin and his wife Carmen Moser. The estate is 300 years old and is located in the village of 
Rohrendorf in the Kremstal wine-growing region in Lower Austria. The vineyards cover 19 hectares and are the best vineyards 
from Rohrendorf. 85% of the surface is planted with white varieties such as Grüner Veltliner, Riesling, Welschriesling, Sauvignon 
Blanc, Chardonnay, Gelber Muskateller and Pinot Blanc, the remainder with Zweigelt. 
 
Martin is a member of the Traditionsweingüter Österreich association (Traditional Austrian Wineries Association). The 
association was founded in 1992 and is composed of 23 growers who have together created a single level classification of 52 of 
their best single vineyards in the four Danube regions; namely, Kremstal, Kamptal, Traisental and Wagram. Wines from a 
vineyard with such status bear the ‘Erste Lagen’ (Premier Cru) logo on the label alongside the vineyard name. The aim of the 
classification is to identify the best vineyard sites that illustrate the typicity of the ‘terroir’ and special characteristics of the 
wine itself. The purpose is to identify the diverse soils and microclimates and understand how together they affect each wine 
varietal. Members also adhere to the association’s philosophy whereby ‘members regard it as their obligation to express the 
characteristics of their areas, soils, climate, varieties and their cellars in their wines’. The Gebling vineyard at Weingut Hermann 
Moser bears such qualification and it is said to be one of the most unique types of loess soil in Europe. The name Gebling 
originates from ‘Gelb-ling’ (yellowish) and refers to the unique ochre color of the soil from this vineyard. The Gebling terraces, 
located right behind the cellar, are said to produce exceptionally spicy Grüner Veltliners. 

• Hermann Moser Sparkling Rosé “Rosi Mosi” NV 

• Hermann Moser Rosé “Rosi Mosi” 2014 

• Green Eyes Grüner Veltliner 2014 (you will be shipped 2014 vintage on your most recent PO) 

• Hermann Moser Grüner Veltliner “Per Due” 2014 

• Hermann Moser Grüner Veltliner “Karmeliterberg” 2014 

• Hermann Moser Grüner Veltliner “Fortissimo” 2013 

• Hermann Moser Grüner Veltliner “Der Löss” 2011 

• Hermann Moser Gelber Muskateller 2013 

• Hermann Moser Riesling “Gebling” 2013 

• Hermann Moser Riesling “Kellerterrassen” 2013 

• Hermann Moser Zweigelt 2013 
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Stift Klosterneuburg - Wolfgang Hamm 

Klosterneuburg, Austria 

http://www.stift-klosterneuburg.at/ 

 

Stift Klosterneuburg vineyards are located in four different wine villages. It is one of the most fascinating cellars in Austria with 

an unbroken wine growing tradition that is 900 years old. Quality without compromise is the attribute of the Stift 

Klosterneuburg winery. Since its foundation in the year 1114 Stift Klosterneuburg has produced wine making it the oldest 

winery in Austria. With a total vineyard area of 108 hectares, it is one of the largest and most famous wineries in the country. 

Centuries of experience, thoughtful vineyard cultivation in harmony with nature and openness for innovative ideas make it 

possible to create truly great wines year on year. Stift Klosterneuburg is dedicated to producing authentic wines of character, 

wines with a sense of place. Purposeful specialization in indigenous grape varieties, conscientious handling of the fruits and 

gentle vinification serve this goal. Stift Klosterneuburg is also a leader in sustainability and environmental protection and is the 

first carbon neutral winery in Austria. 

 

 

The legendary vineyards are the pride and heart of the estate. Vineyards are found in the best sites of Klosterneuburg, Vienna, 

Gumpoldskirchen and Tattendorf. The variation in soils and microclimates of the four wine origins make it possible for the 

winery to cultivate each grape variety in its ideal terroir. 

The vineyards of Stift Klosterneuburg are part of a vital ecological system and home to numerous species of flora and fauna. 

Sowing a diversity of plants between vine rows attracts an abundance of beneficial animals and insects. The soil, mother of all 

plants, is given great attention in the vineyards. Fertilization with the estate’s own compost gives back to the earth what has 

been produced in the form of grapes. Living soil with intact micro-organisms is important to Stift Klosterneuburg. Conscientious 

and harmonious work with nature is the motivation for manual rather than mechanical vineyard cultivation. Each vine is given 

individual attention by placing shoots and pruning leaves to ensure optimal sun exposure and the ripening of highly flavorful 

grapes with intense expression. 

• Stift Klosterneuburg Wiener Gemischter Satz 2014 

• Stift Klosterneuburg Zierfandler-Rotgipfler 2014 

• Stift Klosterneuburg Blaufränkisch 2013 

• Stift Klosterneuburg St. Laurent 2013 

• Stift Klosterneuburg St. Laurent Ausstich “Stiftsbreite” 2011 

• Stift Klosterneuburg Welschriesling Icewine 2013 (375ml) 

• Stift Klosterneuburg Riesling "Wiener Nussberg” TBA 2013 (375ml) 
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La Maison Penet – Alexandre Penet 

Verzy, France 

www.lamaisonpenet.com 

 

The Maison Penet is a family owned Champagne grower. A Champagne grower owns and maintains its vineyards, vinifies and 

releases its Champagnes under its own brand label. 

Alexandre Penet heads the family estate and is the 5th generation. The property covers 6 hectares of vines located across the 

‘Montagne de Reims’ in the villages of Verzy and Verzenay, the area is particularly known for its Pinot Noirs and exceptional 

Grands Crus.  

The 400 years of family heritage and knowledge passed on from one generation to the next has allowed Penet-Chardonnet to 

create unique styles of Champagnes focusing on the expression from the terroir as opposed to creating Champagnes that are 

blended for consistency year on year. Added to this, with crafting exceptional quality base wine, Penet-Chardonnet has become 

one of the best producers of zero dosage or very low dosage Champagnes, while combining a high degree of authenticity and 

uniqueness. 

La Maison Penet lavish label designs are to express the refinement that is found inside its bottles. The Maison Penet has two 

brand labels with the Alexandre Penet and the Penet-Chardonnet range. 

• Alexandre Penet Brut Nature Grand Cru NV 

• Alexandre Penet Extra Brut NV (we would like the 375ml offering priced out too) 

• Alexandre Penet Blanc de Blancs Extra Brut Grand Cru NV 

• Alexandre Penet Extra Brut Rosé NV 
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Alaia – Miguel and Marisa Posada  

Castilla y León, Spain 

www.boutiquewines.info/winery.php?id=66&country_id=5 

 

Fortuna Wines was started in 2011 by Miguel Posada and family. Fortuna Wines produces several wines from different regions 

and DO of Spain, the wines produced are made from indigenous varietals. Each wine has its own identity and represents 

varietals proper to that specific area. Initially the project was developed around the Alaia branded wines. A few years back, 

Alaia was part of Dehesa de Rubiales-Grupo Galiciano group where the Posada family was a co-founder . Fortuna Wines decided 

continue with this project adding wines from other regions than just the Catsilla y Leon. Fortuna Wines now produces wines 

from La Rioja, Ribera del Duero, Rias Baixas amongst other Spanish regions. 

The aim is to revive and strengthen the indigenous varietals from each region. 

• Alaia Verdejo 2013 

• Alaia “Marisa” 2011 
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Castro Ventosa – Marta Pérez 

Bierzo, Spain 

http://www.castroventosa.com/ 

Castro Ventosa was founded by the Perez family in 1752 and the family owns the estate ever since. The Perez family owns 75 

hectares of Mencía vineyards in Bierzo making them the biggest owners of this varietal within the Bierzo D.O. The Bierzo 

appellation is made of 5 000 hectares with 2 500 ha planted with white varietals and 2 500 ha planted with Mencía and there 

are 5 000 landowners within the appellation. 

Raúl Pérez, who now runs the winery, is a figurehead for Bierzo wines in Spain. Castro Ventosa produces three different 

Mencía; Valtuille, El Castro de Valtuille and El Castro de Valtuille “Joven Mencia”. Mencía is indigenous from Bierzo and some 

suspect that it is an ancient clone from Cabernet Franc. 

The Bierzo D.O. is located in the northwest of the Province of Castilla y León, just above Portugal. Castilla was one of the 

original Spanish regions to unite against the Moors in the Middle Ages and thus became the north-west stronghold for the 

Catholics. The region has a great historical past with many remains that testify of its rich history. 

The winery is situated in the village of Valtuille de Abajo at the foot of the slope of the Castro, the ruin of an ancient Roman fort 

that dominates the village of Valtuille de Abajo. Some of Castro Ventosa’s vineyards are planted on that same hill just around 

the ruins, the name Castro Ventosa means “The Windy Castle”. 

The Valtuille is made from five parcels situated in Valtuille de Abajo with pre-phyloxeric vineyards that are located on the only 

sandy soil found in Birezo.  

Bierzo is in a small valley surrounded by mountains. This exceptional geographical position gives the area a specific 

microclimate. The low altitude prevents frost in winter and the warm summer months provide ideal conditions to grow 

exceptional vines. The soil is a mixture of quartzite and slate.  

At Castro Ventosa making high quality wine begins in the vineyard itself, where the best conditions must be present while 

taking great care to ensure that the entire natural cycle is well completed. It is crucial to monitor the vineyards closely in order 

to choose the right moment for the harvest to take place; this is when the grapes have reached their optimum maturity. The 

fruits are then harvested by hand and sorted in the vineyard. 

At Castro Ventosa life gravitates around the land, the vineyard, the grape and the wine, which can only be created as a natural 

consequence of doing things right at every stage; the belief is that the wine is first made in the vineyard where the winery 

focuses most of its attention. 

• Castro Ventosa Mencía “El Castro” 2012 

• Castro Ventosa Mencía “El Castro de Valtuille” 2010  

• Castro Ventosa Mencía “Valtuille Villegas” 2010  

• Castro Ventosa Mencía “Valtuille Cepas Centenarias” 2010 

• Castro Ventosa Mencía “Valtuille La Cova de la Raposa” 2010 
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Celler el Masroig – Eulàlia Roca 

Montsant, Spain 

http://www.cellermasroig.com/ 

Celler el Masroig is situated in the southern part of Montsant, bordering on Priorat. Montsant, which became a DO in 2001, 

extends from the banks of the Siurana River to the Montsant hilltops. The soil is mainly chalky, with some areas of clay and 

shist, all with high mineral content and low yields. Because it is located on the border of the Mediterranean and the continental 

climates, the summers and winters are dry while the springs and falls are moist.  

 

Today, the Cooperativa’s members are proprietors of almost 500 hectares of vineyards. They take their grapes to the 

Cooperative, where the wine is elaborated for them. The Cooperativa uses two main methods of vinification. Traditional 

fermentations begin when bunches are destemmed at the winery. Alternatively, bunches may be kept in tanks to permit them 

to undergo carbonic maceration before pressing and a low-temperature fermentation. 

Despite its eighty years heritage, the Cooperativa el Masroig today, strives to continually improve methods of production and 

the quality of the wines, while maintaining and enhancing their traditional identity. 

 

Here are comments from Jay Millers (Wine Advocate issue # 176) on Celler el Masroig, April 2008: 

"Celler El Masroig, located in the up-and-coming region of Montsant, is a role model for how a cooperative ought to function. 

The winery keeps only the best grapes and sells off the rest to other producers, some of whom are quite well known. The wines 

are very fairly priced and offer an excellent price to quality ratio from the top to the bottom of the portfolio." 

• Solà Fred Blanc 2013 

• Solà Fred Rosat 2014 

• Solà Fred 2011 

• Vi Novell 2013 

• Pinyeres Blanc 2013 

• Pinyeres Negre 2012 

• Les Sorts Blanc 2013 

• Les Sorts “Sycar” 2011 

• Les Sorts “Vinyes Velles” 2009 


